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ABSTRACT Several hybrid gene selection algorithms for cancer classification that employ bio-inspired
evolutionary wrapper algorithm have been proposed in the literature and show good classification accuracy.
In our recent previous work, we proposed a new wrapper gene selection method based-on firefly algorithm
named FF-SVM. In this work, we will improve the classification performance of FF-SVM algorithm by
proposed a new hybrid gene selection algorithm.Our new biomarker gene discovery algorithm formicroarray
cancer gene expression analysis that integrates f-score filter method with Firefly feature selection method
alongside with SVM classifier named FFF-SVM is proposed. The classification accuracy for the selected
gene subset is measured by support vector machine SVM classifier with leave-one-out cross validation
LOOCV. The evaluation of the FFF-SVM algorithm done by using five benchmark microarray datasets
of binary and multi class. To show result validation of the proposed we compare it with other related
state-of-the-art algorithms. The experiment proves that the FFF-SVM outperform other hybrid algorithm
in terms of high classification accuracy and low number of selected genes. In addition, we compare the
proposed algorithm with previously proposed wrapper-based gene selection algorithm FF-SVM. The result
show that the hybrid-based algorithm shoe higher performance than wrapper based. The proposed algorithm
is an improvement of our previous proposed algorithm.

INDEX TERMS Firefly, microarray, SVM, gene selection, bio-inspired, gene expression profile,
hybrid-based algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Gene expression profile provides valuable results that
contribute to solving microarray data analysis problems.
Cancer classification is one of the very important problem
of microarray data analysis. Classifying cancer microarray
gene expression profile is considered as (NP)-Hard problem,
which is means very challenging task. Due to the high dimen-
sionality found in a small sample size of gene expression
data [1].

Consequently, to overcome these difficulties, a gene selec-
tion method and specially the filtering techniques is most
practical. Several gene and feature selection algorithms have
been proposed in the state-of art, classify in three main cat-
egories: filter, wrapper and hybrid. The hybrid method is
employed in order to apply the advantages and the properties
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of both the filter methods and wrapper methods [2], [3]. Thus,
it combines the filter method to reduce the dimensionality
and computational efficiency after that adopt the wrapper
approach’s to achieve high classification performance [4].
The hybrid approach utilize the filter technique as a prepro-
cessing step to the wrapper gene selection method in order to
reduce the computational time as well as avoid the high com-
putational cost. Also, to reduce the number of selected genes
and elect the most informative and meaningful genes with
highest classification accuracy. The hybrid gene selection
approaches shows outstanding performance in terms of small
number of selected genes and high classification accuracy [5].

Many hybrid feature selection algorithms that apply bio-
inspired evolutionary algorithm as wrapper technique have
been adopted for gene selection and cancer classification
in microarray data analysis. In our previous research [22],
we intensively reviewed and compared these algorithms.
As demonstrated in our previous literature review [22],
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the Firefly technique has not been apply as a wrapper method
or hybrid method as a biomarker gene selection for microar-
ray data classification. Therefore, in [23] we proposed a
new wrapper gene selection method for microarray gene
expression profile cancer classification that employ Firefly
algorithm alongside with SVM classifier named FF-SVM.
Experimental analysis and result demonstrate that the pro-
posed algorithm FF-SVM provides high classification accu-
racy with small number of informative and predictive genes
than other wrapper-based approaches proposed in the stat-of-
art. On the contrary, when we compared the proposed algo-
rithm FF-SVM with hybrid gene selection methods, some
of hybrid methods outperform FF-SVM algorithm in terms
of the number of predictive genes and the classification
performance. Hence, in this research we will employ filter
phase as preprocessing step to the FF-SVMalgorithm in order
to reduce the dimensionality problem of microarray gene
expression profile. After that, the filtered dataset will used as
input to the FF-SVM algorithm to obtain higher classification
accuracy performance as well as discover small number of
predictive and informative cancer biomarkers.

In this research, we developed a new hybrid gene selection
algorithm that combines f-score and Firefly feature selection
method with SVM classification approach named FFF-SVM
to select the most informative and predictive genes that
cause cancer using Microarray gene expression profile. The
proposed algorithm consists of three main phases: filtering
phase, gene-selections phase and classification phase. In the
pre-processing phase, the f-score filter method was applied
to reduce data dimensionality and lower the search space
complexity. In the gene-selection phase, Firefly wrapper-
based feature selection method was applied. The classifica-
tion phase calculates the fitness function for the FFF-SVM.
The fitness function aims to maximize classification accuracy
performance with keeping minimum number of informative
and predictive biomarker genes.

Five-benchmark dataset for cancer microarray gene
expression profile for different cancer types have been used in
this study to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm.
To validate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed
FFF-SVM algorithm we compare it with other hybrid gene
selectionmethods that are recently proposed in literature. The
experimental results shows that the FFF-SVM outperforms
the other methods in term of classification accuracy and
the number of selected biomarker genes. We also compare
FFF-SVM with previously proposed wrapper-based gene
selection algorithm FF-SVM. The result shows the improve-
ment of the algorithm when it applied hybrid approach.

The rest of paper organized as fellow: In Section 2,
we will give beef background about Firefly feature selection
algorithm and SVM classification algorithm. After that, our
proposed Biomarker gene discovery algorithm (FFF-SVM)
will be illustrated in Section 3. Then, Section 4 presents
our analysis and experiment results. Finally, our conclusion
drowns in Section 5.

FIGURE 1. The main procedural equation of Firefly algorithm.

II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we will give the reader brief background about
Firefly feature selection method and support vector machine
SVM classification algorithm.

A. FIREFLY FEATURE SELECTION METHOD
Firefly method is natural-inspired global optimization algo-
rithm inspired by the behaviour and the main patterns for
flashing light of firefly insects. Hence, it simulates the attrac-
tion behavior of fireflies [6]. Firefly insects uses their flash-
ing light pattern to attract other fireflies i.e. firefly from
the opposite sex. However, firefly feature selection methods
depend on three important rules: first rule,assumption that
all fireflies are attracted to each other fireflies, based on
their sex. Second rule, the attractiveness is related to their
brightness. Therefore, their attractiveness will increase as
the distance between them decrease. Thus, the less bright
fireflies will always move towards the brighter ones. Third
rule, a firefly’s brightness is affected or determined by the
objective function’s form i.e. fitness function. Firefly fea-
ture selection method is a population based metaheuristic
algorithm where each firefly represents a possible solution
(Biomarker genes) in the search space. The main behavior of
artificial firefly feature selection algorithm is presented and
illustrated in our previous proposed algorithm FF-SVM [23].
Furthermore, in this section we will present briefly the
main function and procedure of firefly feature selection
method.

Firefly algorithm considers two issues they are; the varia-
tion of the brightness intensity, as well as how attractiveness
is formulated. The attractiveness determined by brightness
in the standard Firefly bio-inspired method, which is mainly
related with the objective function f (x). Thus, the brightness
of specific firefly I at specific location x can be formulated
as (I(x) ∝ f (x)). In Figure 1, we present how the artificial
Firefly algorithm works with illustration of main procedural
equations.
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B. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM)
CLASSIFICATION METHOD
SVM is a well known supervised machine learning technique
used for classification problem, which is depend on learning
use statistical theory proposed by Vapnik [7]. The SVM
classification algorithm widely used in many bioinformatics
problems and applications and achieves a superior classifica-
tion performance. In classifying microarray gene expression
data SVM has been extensively applied and it improved
the classification accuracy performance. The advantage of
using SVM to classify microarray gene expression profile,
it performs well when classifying high dimensional dataset
i.e. small number of samples with huge number of features
(genes) [8]. In addition,. SVM classifier is work around
searching space for a hyperplane that optimally divides the
samples, from one class to another. The hyperplane is gen-
erated using the support vector and the margin. The support
vector is formulated from the vectors i.e. data points), which
is define the hyperplane. The margin is calculated by finding
the shortest distance between the hyperplane and the nearest
point i.e. on two sides.

The SVM classifier performance evaluation is done by
apply leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV). LOOCV is a
cross validation model to evaluate the classification method,
it is equal to (K-fold) cross validation that is depend on it logic
where K equal to N, where N is the number of sample in the
microarray cancer dataset [23]. The workflow of LOOCV is,
takes one gene expression sample as validation data i.e. test-
ing data and the remaining considered as training data. This
process is repeated so that each sample in the dataset is used
once as testing data [23]. The purpose of using LOOCV in
our proposed FFF-SVM algorithm is to ovoid the over-fitting
problem [9]. Moreover, LOOCV is known as expensive from
the computational point of view since the training process is
repeated many times.

III. PROPOSED ALFORITHEM (FFF-SVM)
In this study, we developed a new hybrid gene selection algo-
rithm to select the most informative genes that cause cancer
using Microarray gene expression profile. In the subsequent
section we will describe our proposed algorithm and the used
fitness function.

A. HYBRID FIREFLY-BASED FEATURE SELECTION FFF-SVM
The proposed algorithm consists of three main phases: fil-
tering phase, gene selections phase and classification phase.
Figure 2 show the proposed algorithm flow chart.

1) PHASE ONE: FILTRING PHASE
In this phase, f-score [10] filter method was applied to reduce
data dimensionality and lower the search space complexity.
In addition, to remove the noise, redundant and irrelevant
features. Therefore, the most statistically relative genes are
selected and used as input to the second phase (gene selec-
tion phase). Different number of relative genes is selected

FIGURE 2. FFF-SVM algorithm flow chart.

for each dataset. Hence, we applied f-score filter method
to select 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 features for all the
datasets.

Therefore, for each dataset we obtained five different fil-
tered datasets. Then, the filtered datasets are classified using
SVM classifier, the accuracy is evaluated using Leave One
Out Cross Validation LOOCV. The datasets that has the high-
est accuracy with the minimum number of selected features
are then moved to the next phase.

2) PHASE TWO: GENE SELECTION PHASE
In this phase, we applied the firefly wrapper feature selection
method which is based on an evolutionary bio-inspired algo-
rithm. The aim of this phase is to find the more predictive
genes that maximize the SVM classification performance
using the filtered dataset resulted from phase one. The basic
methodology of firefly feature selectionmethod is to compare
each firefly on the swarm to every other firefly and based on
the firefly’s brightness, which is represent the fitness value
in our problem, then only one best firefly will be chosen and
returned as solution. The steps this phase can be described as
follows:
Step 1 (Initialized Firefly Population): The firefly feature

selection method initiate the swarm by create a population
of n fireflies xi, i = 1, 2, 3, ....., n where n is the swarm’s
size. Initially, the fireflies take their position randomly in the
search space. Each firefly xi in the population represent a set
of predefined number of features i.e. the solution to biomarker
gene discovery problem.
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FIGURE 3. Sample population of fireflies.

Step 2 (Fitness and Objective Function Calculation):
The second step, calculate the fitness function f(xi) of the
initial swarm which is represent the light intensity (detailed
in phase 3). A sample of the initial population is represent
Figure 3, xi represent a firefly i.e. one possible solution with
its fitness f(xi). Each firefly contains D number of biomarker
genes.
Step 3 (Finding the Best Firefly in Each Iteration): In the

third step, our proposed algorithm search for the best firefly
in each iteration that maximize the performance of classifi-
cation accuracy while keep the minimum number of selected
predictive genes. The purpose of this step is to compare each
firefly in the population with every other firefly in the same
iteration.

The proposed algorithm starts the comparison by given
a fixed number of generation (each generation represent an
iteration). If the fitness of the firefly i is less than the fitness of
the firefly j, then firefly i will move toward firefly j. equation
4 represents the movement of the firefly. Since the position
of the firefly i is updated its fitness must also updated. Then
the algorithm follows the same procedure for subsequent
iteration.
Step 4 (Ranking and Return the Best Firefly): In this step,

our proposed algorithm wills ranking the resulted best fire-
flies (i.e. candidate solutions) in each iteration. After the
comparison, it returns the best firefly in search space.

3) PHASE THREE: CLASSIFICATION PHASE
This phase calculates the fitness function for the FFF-SVM.
The fitness function aims to maximize classification accuracy
performance while keeping small number of selected predic-
tive biomarker genes. The classification accuracy is generated
using Leave One Out Cross Validation LOOCV. Next is the
pseudo code for proposed FFF-SVM algorithm.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS
In this section the experimental setup, the result of applying
this algorithm to microarray cancer dataset and the gene
expression dataset used are explained.

A. MICROARRAY GENE EXPRESSION DATASET
Five-bunch mark microarray cancer gene expression dataset
were used to evaluate the proposed algorithm FFF-SVM.

Algorithm FFF-SVM
Input:
Microarray dataset
Size of fire fly i.e. number of features
Define light absorption coefficient γ [0.01, 100]
Define randomization parameter α = 1
Define attractiveness parameter β0 = 1
Set maximum number of iteration: maxGeneration=25
Output:
The best firefly and its fitness
Algorithm:
Apply f-score filter method
Using filtered dataset;
Generate initial population of n fireflies randomly xi, i =

l, 2, 3, ....., n;
Evaluate the fitness each firefly using objective function f(x);
While (t<MaxGeneration);
For i=1 to n;
For j=1 to n;
If (f(xi) < f(xj));
move firefly i towards j using
calculate the distance r
calculate the new position xi of the firefly i
update the fitness of firefly i
end if;
Evaluate new solutions and update light intensity;

End for j;
End for i;
End while;
Rank the fireflies and find best firefly;

TABLE 1. Microarray gene expression datasets description.

The evaluated datasets are of binary and multi-class namely,
Leukemia_2 dataset, SRBCT dataset, Lung cansr dataset,
Leukemia_1 dataset and Colon cancer datset. Detailed
description of these datasets presented in Table 1.

B. EXPEREMENTAL SETUP
Python development environment is used to develop the pro-
posed algorithm FFF-SVM. All the experiments are applied
in iMac desktop computer with 4 GHs processor and 8 GB
of RAM memory. Different parameter need to be set in the
experiment.
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TABLE 2. Result of applying f-score filter method with SVM classifier (Filtering phase result).

TABLE 3. The experimental result for colon cancer dataset.

TABLE 4. The experimental result for Leukemia_1 dataset.

For the filtering phase, the number of filtered feature is
selected based on the result of f-score filter methodwith SVM
classifier. Shows the result of applying f-score filter technique
on the SVM classifier. It is apparent that only one dataset
obtained the highest accuracy when the number of genes was
500 and the other datasets obtained the highest classification
accuracy when the number of genes was 100 and 200. Lung
dataset with 500 genes, SRBCT dataset with 100 genes,
Leukaemia_1 dataset with 100 genes, Leukaemia_2 dataset
with 200 genes and the colon dataset with 200 genes will
move to the second phase.

For the gene selection phase, the number of iteration for
applying firefly algorithm, number of population or firefly
size (candidate solution) and the number of run need to be
repeated to insure the obtained result. The number of popu-
lation set (firefly size) to be 70 fireflies i.e. 70 possible solu-
tion. The number of generation (repeat the run) is set to 25.
One iteration gives potentials to get the best firefly in one
generation. Thus, multiple generation i.e. iteration is provide
the potentials and increase the chance to get the optimum
solution i.e. genes set (firefly). In order to ensure the result
is statistically valid and more accurate, the experiment code
is repeated 25 times for each dataset. The average, worst and

TABLE 5. The experimental result for Lung Cancer dataset.

TABLE 6. The experimental result for SRBCT dataset.

TABLE 7. The experimental result for Leukemia_2 dataset.

best of the classification accuracy is reported. SVM classifier
with Leave One Out Cross Validation LOOCV was used to
obtain the accuracy.

C. ANALYSIS AND EXPEREMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present and analyse the result obtained from
proposed algorithm. In addition, we will compare our result
with previously proposed FF-SVM algorithm [23] as well as
other relevant state-of-the-art algorithms.

1) EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The objective of biomarker gene discovery and selection is
to maximize the classification performance (accuracy) while
reducing the number of selected predictive biomarker genes.
We apply the proposed FFF-SVM algorithm on different
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TABLE 8. Classification accuracy of the state-of the-art hybrid gene selection algorithms under comparison in five Microarray datasets. The number
between parentheses represent the number of selected genes.

number of selected genes (i.e. how many genes used in clas-
sification process) for each dataset. For instance, we apply
the FFF-SVM in the colon dataset using different number of
selected predictive genes. We start from only one gene until
15 genes. In this paper, we report the result of 6,8,10,12 and
15 numbers of predictive genes (feature). Because the result
of (1 to 5) genes not give good classification accuracy.
While the classification performance dose not improved
using more than 15 genes for colon cancer dataset. In other
hand, in leukemia_1 and lung cancer dataset, we report the
result starting from only one genes because it achieves good
classification accuracy. The experimental result for all cancer
dataset is presented in this section.

Table 3 presents the average, best and worst classifica-
tion accuracy performance of implementing FFF-SVM algo-
rithm in Colon cancer dataset. The best average accuracy is
achieved when the number of predictive genes is 15. The
other number of selected predictive biomarker genes does not
much improve the classification accuracy performance.

Table 4 present the average, best and worst classification
accuracy performance of implementing FFF-SVM algorithm
in Leukemia_1 dataset. An average of 100% of accuracy is
achieved when the number of selected predictive gene is 5.
When the number of predictive genes is 3 the algorithm shows
high average classification accuracy 98.6%.

Table 5 presents the average, best and worst classification
accuracy performance of implementing FFF-SVM algorithm
in Lung cancer dataset. The result shows that the classifi-
cation accuracy of 100% is obtained when the number of
selected predictive genes is 2.

Table 6 presents the average, best and worst classification
accuracy performance of adopting FFF-SVM algorithm in

SRBCT cancer dataset. The classification accuracy of 100%
is achieved when the number of selected gene 8 and 9. The
average accuracy is higher than 95.6% for the other number
of predictive genes.

Table 7 presents the average, best and worst classification
accuracy performance of implementing FFF-SVM algorithm
in Leukemia_2 dataset. The highest classification accu-
racy achieved when the number of predictive genes is 10.
The classification accuracy is more than 93.6% when the
5,7 and 8 numbers of predictive genes.

2) COMPARISON RESULT
To evaluate effectiveness of applying hybrid-based algorithm
over wrapper-based algorithm for microarray gene selection
we will first compare our recently proposed wrapper
based FF-SVM [23] gene selection algorithm with the
proposed hybrid-based genes selection algorithm FFF-SVM.
Table 8 present the best accuracy obtained for both algo-
rithms in each dataset, result is shown as: accuracy (num-
ber of selected genes). The comparison demonstrates the
improvement of the firefly algorithm when implemented as
hybrid algorithm with f-score filter method. For all dataset
the FFF-SVM hybrid algorithm outperforms the FF-SVM
wrapper in term of high classification accuracy performance
with low number of biomarker predictive genes.

In order to validate and evaluate effectiveness of the
FFF-SVM algorithm, we compare it with other hybrid gene
selection algorithms proposed recently in literature. The gene
selection algorithms applied in the comparison used any filter
method as preprocessing step and bio-inspired based wrapper
algorithm for electing the optimal biomarker genes subset.
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The comparison results are presented in Table 8 in term
of classification accuracy and number of selected predictive
genes. As clearly noticed from the comparison table our pro-
posed FFF-SVM algorithm outperforms other state-of-the-art
hybrid gene selection algorithms in both classification accu-
racy and number of selected genes in four out of five datasets.

V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed FFF-SVM hybrid-based gene
selection algorithm. The proposed algorithm combines
f-score and Firefly feature selection algorithm with SVM
classification algorithm. Experiment result show that the
FFF-SVM outperforms other state-of the-art hybrid gene
selection algorithm, which achieved higher accuracy with
smaller number of selected genes. In addition, the proposed
algorithm shows high improvement when it compared to
FF-SVM wrapper-based gene selection algorithm.
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